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MCGOUGH SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING PROJECT INNOVATION
McGough’s commitment to our client’s Technology and Life
Science market growth has resulted in us building multiple
semiconductor projects.
We love the opportunity to build for our highly innovative
clients in their critical Technology market.
Most recently, we have utilized lessons learned on previous
Semiconductor projects to work collaboratively with
the owner and design team to innovate on the concrete
formwork design for our next Semiconductor project. The
innovative concrete forming, placing and stripping ideas by
our entire team resulted in a production-based mock-up
analysis that will ultimately save our client significant time
and money on their semiconductor project.

EXPLORING NEW FRONTIERS
Outside of Minnesota, McGough is actively pursuing multifamily, mixed-use, office and industrial development projects in
these thriving areas. We are always looking for new opportunities.
Central Texas
The communities of San Antonio and Austin are connected
by the I-35 corridor and this region of central Texas has
seen some of the most explosive population growth and
corporate investment in the past decade!
Fun Fact: Tesla’s 4M SF gigafactory is nearly 4,000 feet
long, which would dwarf the Burj Khalifa by more than 1,000
feet if stood on end.
Dallas-Fort Worth
Whether it is the cosmopolitan growth and revitalization
on the Dallas side of the metroplex, the emerging neighborhoods, full of charm and character in Fort Worth, or the
impressive expansion of the U.S.’s 4th largest metro, the
DFW MSA is a vibrant, healthy market.
Fun Fact: Forth Worth is home to Buc-ees location #37.
Buc-ees is a popular chain of giant-sized gas & convenience
stores known for their clean bathrooms and befitting the
larger-than-life reputation of the state where it was founded!

Des Moines
McGough has operated as a general contractor in Iowa
for nearly 10 years. As a developer we are excited by the
opportunities in neighborhoods around Downtown, like East
Village and North of Grand, as well as the industrial growth
occurring in the NW, NE and SE corners of the metro.
Fun Fact: Pappa John Park is a four-acre, $40M public park
with over 30 sculptures, just one example of the public art
throughout Des Moines.
Sioux Falls
South Dakota’s business-friendly climate and Sioux Falls’
amenity-rich community make it a growth hot-spot in the
Midwest. The city of 200,000+ is revitalizing its downtown
riverfront and growing outward along its interstate corridors.
Fun Fact: The pink quartz cascades of the Big Sioux River in
downtown’s Falls Park were a popular rendezvous site for
the Lakota and Dakota people and early French fur traders.

North Carolina
Research Triangle, Piedmont Triad and the Charlotte regions,
North Carolina is a new market for McGough in 2022. The
Tar Heel State is a technology hub, a research magnet and
full of corporate innovation and investment.
Fun Fact: The University of North Carolina is the first public
university in America (founded 1789). Sorry, Duke and NC
State fans …

McGough Development Happy Hour
Thursday, November 3 | 3:30 pm | Canopy Hotel
Join us for a McGough Development Happy Hour on Thursday, November 3, 2022 at 3:30.
Canopy Hotel is located at 708 South 3rd Street in Minneapolis.
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